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Techniques for generating and recognizing paraphrases, i.e., semantically equivalent expressions, play an
important role in a wide range of natural language processing tasks. In the last decade, the task of automatic
acquisition of subsentential paraphrases, i.e., words and phrases with (approximately) the same meaning, has
been drawing much attention in the research community. The core problem is to obtain paraphrases of high
quality in large quantity. This article presents a method for tackling this issue by systematically expanding
an initial seed lexicon made up of high-quality paraphrases. This involves automatically capturing morphosemantic and syntactic generalizations within the lexicon and using them to leverage the power of large-scale
monolingual data. Given an input set of paraphrases, our method starts by inducing paraphrase patterns that
constitute generalizations over corresponding pairs of lexical variants, such as “amending” and “amendment,”
in a fully empirical way. It then searches large-scale monolingual data for new paraphrases matching those
patterns. The results of our experiments on English, French, and Japanese demonstrate that our method
manages to expand seed lexicons by a large multiple. Human evaluation based on paraphrase substitution
tests reveals that the automatically acquired paraphrases are also of high quality.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the characteristics of human languages is that the same semantic content can be expressed
using multiple diferent linguistic expressions, i.e., paraphrases. The notion of paraphrase covers
a variety of linguistic phenomena, such as those in the sentences of (1).
(1)

a.
b.
c.
d.

There would be better approaches than amending the regulation.
Amending the regulation would not be the most appropriate approach.
Amending the regulation would not be the best approach.
Amendment of the regulation would not be the best approach.
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Sentence (1a) shares some content words with the other sentences, but the sentence structure is
completely diferent. We can say that it constitutes a sentential paraphrase of the others. On the
other hand, sentences (1b) and (1c) exhibit an alternation between the phrase “most appropriate” and the single word “best.” Sentences (1c) and (1d) exhibit structural variation in a nominal
phrase, i.e., “amending the regulation” versus “amendment of the regulation.” In this article, we
refer to these substituted words and phrases that have approximately the same meaning as mutual subsentential paraphrases. Dealing with paraphrases is an important issue relevant to a
broad range of natural language processing (NLP) tasks [1, 41]. For instance, technologies that
accurately recognize and/or generate paraphrases promise to improve NLP applications as diverse
as information retrieval, machine translation, question answering, text summarization, and text
simpliication.
A large-scale knowledge base of subsentential paraphrases appears indispensable for dealing
robustly and accurately with paraphrase phenomena.1 Thus, in recent years, the task of automatically creating such paraphrase lexicons has been drawing the attention of many researchers (see
Section 2). The challenge is to ensure broad coverage alongside high accuracy. Given the sheer size
of available monolingual corpora,2 there is no doubt that they contain more paraphrases than any
other resources. However, it is proving extremely diicult to automatically extract a sizable fraction of them without bringing into play some additional resources. For instance, methods based
solely on co-occurrence statistics in monolingual corpora have trouble distinguishing paraphrases
from other types of semantic relations, such as antonymy and sibling words. In contrast, it is
much easier to extract highly accurate paraphrases from parallel corpora, taking advantage of
alignment constraints between subparts of aligned documents and sentences. However, the availability of such corpora is far more limited, with the result that their paraphrase coverage is fairly
limited.
In this article, we propose a method for expanding a preexisting low-coverage but high-quality
set of paraphrases. By exploiting the morpho-semantic and syntactic generality underlying paraphrases as a means of leveraging the coverage of large-scale monolingual data, we aim to significantly extend the coverage without sacriicing quality. Given seed paraphrase pairs, our method
irst induces paraphrase patterns by abstracting away from corresponding word stems that appear on each side of a paraphrase pair. For instance, from seed pair (2a), pattern (2b) is induced:
(2)

a. amending the regulation ⇔ amendment of the regulation
b. X 1 :ing the X 2 :ϵ ⇔X 1 :ment of the X 2 :ϵ

where each variable represents a word or stem that, together with speciic (possibly null) aixes,
captures a lexical correspondence. For instance, the pair (“X 1 :ing”, “X 1 :ment”) captures not only
the correspondence between “amending” and “amendment” but also between a large number of
other verb/noun pairs, such as “developing” and “development.” As for the pair (“X 2 :ϵ”, “X 2 :ϵ”), it
just abstracts over any identical word pair. We call them aix patterns (see Section 2.3).
The resulting paraphrase patterns are then used to acquire from a monolingual corpus new
paraphrase pairs that constitute instances of the paraphrase patterns learned from the seed paraphrases. This makes it possible to acquire new paraphrase pairs that have no lexical overlap with
the seed paraphrases. For instance, paraphrase pairs in (3) would be obtained by using the pattern
(2b).
1 Distributed

representations of words and phrases constitute alternative means of dealing with paraphrases, but their
superiority to traditional symbolic approaches such as ours has yet to be demonstrated.
2 While monolingual parallel corpora have also been used as a source of paraphrases, the term “monolingual corpora” in
this article refers to monolingual nonparallel corpora unless otherwise explicitly noted.
ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 17, No. 2, Article 13. Publication date: January 2018.
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Table 1. Comparison of Prior Arts in Automatic Paraphrase Acquisition

(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

Corpus
Monolingual
Monolingual parallel
Monolingual comparable
Bilingual parallel
(3)

Approach
Contextual similarity
Alignment
Alignment
Pivoting

Coverage
√
Most promising
× Extremely limited
× Relatively limited
× Relatively limited

Accuracy
× Low in general
√
√ Relatively high
√ Relatively high
Relatively high

a. investing the resources ⇔ investment of the resources
b. recruiting the engineers ⇔ recruitment of the engineers

Some generalities underlying paraphrases have been exploited manually [19, 29, 32, 46] or empirically [21], but there is no general method for identifying and exploiting a wide variety of lexical
correspondences and paraphrase patterns. Our method tackles this issue through a fully empirical
exploitation of morphologically based aix patterns discovered in a high-quality seed set of paraphrases. The method is thus potentially applicable to any of the numerous languages that possess
a relatively rich morphology.
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 reviews existing methods for
creating paraphrase lexicons and those for dealing with various lexical correspondences. Section 3
provides some tips for further improving the quality of the low-coverage seed set of paraphrases
produced by existing methods, and then presents our method for systematically expanding such
seed sets. Section 4 describes our experiments on expanding seed paraphrase lexicons in English,
French, and Japanese, focusing primarily on the quantitative impact with regard to the quantity of
seed paraphrases. Section 5 reports on our manual assessment of the quality of the created paraphrase lexicons, and Section 6 summarizes the contributions of this work and points out directions
for future work.
2 LITERATURE REVIEW
Methods for automatically creating paraphrase lexicons using various types of corpora have been
extensively studied. As summarized in Table 1, there are two major streams: one that uses monolingual corpora, i.e., (a), and one that uses parallel or comparable corpora, i.e., (b), (c), and (d).
After reviewing each approach, we summarize previous work that has focused on the generalities
underlying paraphrases.
2.1 Automatic Paraphrase Acquisition from Monolingual Corpora
Monolingual corpora constitute the richest resource when targeting high coverage, given their
availability on a massive scale, e.g., on the Web.
Techniques for acquiring paraphrases from such corpora are mostly based on the contextual
similarity stemming from the Distributional Hypothesis [28]. There are various recipes for computing the contextual similarity of two given expressions, but all of them comprise three ingredients: (i) extraction of contextual features for each expression, (ii) weighting and iltering such
features, and (iii) similarity measurement based on the two sets of contextual features. The irst
step is to represent each given expression with a set of co-occurring expressions in the relevant
corpus. For instance, adjacent word n-grams [7, 43, 47], nominal arguments of verb phrases [13, 40,
52, 54, 55], modiiers and modiied words [26, 56], and even indirect dependencies [27] have been
used. Then, the weight for each feature is adjusted. Pointwise mutual information [39] and relative feature focus [24] are among the better-known examples of weighting methods. Latent variable models and distributed representations are useful in alleviating the data-sparseness problem
ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 17, No. 2, Article 13. Publication date: January 2018.
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occurring when processing surface forms of words. Finally, contextual similarity of two expressions is computed by comparing their corresponding feature sets. Several measures, including
cosine similarity, Jaccard’s coeicient, and Kullback–Leibler divergence, have been used [31, 38].
It is worth noting that most of the measures focus on the overlap of the two feature sets; thus, the
similarity will be zero if two sets have no overlap.
Despite the quantitative advantage, this approach tends to result in low accuracy, because contextual information alone often fails to diferentiate paraphrases from expressions that entertain other semantic relations, such as antonyms, hypernym–hyponym pairs and sibling words
[44].
Instead of exhaustively collecting all candidate pairs of expressions, several methods for relation
extraction collect linguistic patterns that are semantically similar to a given set of seed patterns
[13, 49, 50, 52, 54]. First, slot-illers of the patterns and new patterns are iteratively collected in a
bootstrapping manner. Then, pairs of the patterns are regarded as paraphrase patterns. Each of the
acquired patterns holds a particular semantic relation, which is virtually deined by the given seed
patterns. However, they do not capture any generality between pairs of paraphrases, including
lexical correspondences exhibited by, for instance, (2b).
2.2

Automatic Paraphrase Acquisition from Parallel and Comparable Corpora

Much efort has gone into compiling monolingual parallel corpora and extracting paraphrases
from them by identifying corresponding parts of aligned sentences. Barzilay and McKeown [6]
and Pang et al. [48] have collected multiple human translations of the same source text. Multiple
verbalizations of mathematical proofs have also been used [5]. These methods rely on solid anchors
that guarantee the semantic equivalence of sentences or text fragments.
Monolingual comparable corpora are also useful sources of paraphrases. For instance, articles
from diferent newswire services describing the same event can be used for that purpose [4, 15, 51,
57]. Chen and Dolan [10] created such a corpus by collecting multiple descriptions for the same
short movies through crowdsourcing. Web-harvested deinition sentences of the same term are
not necessarily parallel at sentence level but often contain subsentential paraphrases [30, 58].
Bilingual parallel corpora have been recognized as sources of paraphrases since the work by
Bannard and Callison-Burch [3]. First, a translation table is created using techniques developed
for statistical machine translation (SMT). Then, pairs of expressions in one language are extracted
as paraphrases if they share identical translations in the other language, i.e., the pivot language.
For instance, a pair (“under control”, “in check”) will be extracted on the basis of its shared linkage
with the German translation “unter controlle.” Each paraphrase pair (e 1 , e 2 ) is assigned forward
and backward paraphrase probabilities, p(e 2 |e 1 ) and p(e 1 |e 2 ), estimated by marginalizing over
all of the translations F shared by e 1 and e 2 , as follows:

p(e 2 |e 1 ) =
ϕ (e 2 | f )ϕ ( f |e 1 ),
(1)
f ∈F

where ϕ (e | f ) and ϕ ( f |e) are the backward and forward translation probabilities between e in the
language of interest and f in the pivot language, respectively. These are estimated from the number
of times e and f are aligned and the number of occurrences of each expression in the corresponding side of bilingual data. This bilingual pivoting approach has inspired further techniques, such
as the use of syntactic information as the basis of constraints [8, 59], learning patterns using synchronous grammar [21], uncovering missing links by combining multiple translation tables and
other lexical resources [36], and reranking candidate pairs on the basis of contextual similarity [9].
Using this approach, Ganitkevitch and Callison-Burch [20] compiled a set of paraphrase lexicons
for various languages called the Paraphrase Database (PPDB).
ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 17, No. 2, Article 13. Publication date: January 2018.
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While parallel and comparable corpora constitute useful sources of highly accurate paraphrases,
their limited availability for most language pairs precludes the extraction of high-coverage paraphrase lexicons solely on their basis. It should also be mentioned that the accuracy of the relevant
methods is not perfect. Some spurious paraphrase pairs will also be extracted, notably as a result
of errors in the automatic word alignment involved in the extraction process.
2.3

Generality Exhibited by Paraphrases

As reviewed above, the existing computational methods extract individual pairs of paraphrases
without trying to generalize in any way over the extracted set. Yet, as suggested by our examples
(2) and (3), many types of paraphrases can be captured by generalizing over speciic surface forms.
In this article, we consider the following three types of morpho-semantically related word groups
and refer to them as lexical variants.
Derivational morphology. Diferent words that share the same stem and a large part of their
meaning, such as {“develop”, “developer”, “development”, . . .}. Words in this group may
difer in part of speech (POS).
Inlectional morphology. Diferent surface forms of the same word, such as {“amend”, “amends”,
“amending”,. . .}. Such sets of forms result from language-dependent linguistic processes,
such as verb conjugation, noun pluralization, and case marking.
Orthographic variants. Diferent spellings of the same inlectional and conjugational form of
the same word, such as {“color”, “colour”} and {“authorize”, “authorise”}.
Several traditional linguistic theories, such as transformational grammar [29] and Meaning-Text
Theory [46], have proposed representing each set of paraphrases by a unique canonical forms of
lexical variants. However, they did not provide any automated means of computing paraphrases.
Jacquemin [32] and Fujita et al. [19] have attempted to capture various kinds of paraphrases using
manually described syntactic transformation patterns in combination with dictionaries of lexical
derivations. Such attempts capture only limited types of subsentential paraphrases, such as technical terms and short verb phrases, and their real coverage has not been evaluated.
CELEX [2] provides useful tools for computing but is available for only a couple of languages.
WordNet [17] also contains information of that kind and is currently available for a somewhat
larger number of languages. Catvar [25] is a more comprehensive lexical derivation database but
only available for English. While such manually created resources tend to be highly accurate, their
creation requires a great deal of human efort. Gaussier [23] and Fujita et al. [19] have automatically
extracted lexical derivation sets from a list of headwords using aix patterns, such as (“X :ment”,
“X :er”) for (“development”, “developer”), as clues. While such approaches signiicantly reduce human efort and retain reasonable accuracy, their coverage is still limited as a result of their reliance
on manually compiled and POS-tagged word lists.
3

EXPANDING PARAPHRASE LEXICONS THROUGH GENERALIZATION

This section describes our corpus-based paraphrase acquisition method. As mentioned above, the
idea is to exploit generalizations underlying high-quality seed sets of paraphrases in order to
achieve broader coverage without sacriicing high accuracy using monolingual data. The process
comprises the following three steps (see also Figure 1).
Step 1. Acquiring seed paraphrase pairs. High-quality seed paraphrase pairs, S Seed , are acquired
using existing methods, such as those reviewed in Section 2.
ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 17, No. 2, Article 13. Publication date: January 2018.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our method for expanding a given seed paraphrase lexicon.

Step 2. Learning paraphrase patterns. Paraphrase patterns are induced from S Seed . This involves
abstracting away from some speciic stems and words, to uncover various types of lexical
variants in each paraphrase pair.
Step 3. Harvesting new paraphrase pairs. New paraphrase pairs, S Hvst , are extracted from
monolingual data by exploiting the induced paraphrase patterns.
The generalization-and-instantiation approach of steps 2 and 3 is intended to build upon the existing methods used in step 1.
Previous work has established the usefulness of linguistic annotations, such as POS tags and
syntactic information, for paraphrase extraction. On the other hand, we chose to avoid reliance
on such tools to make our method applicable regardless of their availability. All we need are a
tokenizer and a list of stop words. In fact, even the latter can be dispensed with, as it can easily be
replaced by a list of the most frequent words.
3.1 Step 1. Acquiring Seed Paraphrase Pairs
The goal of the irst step is to acquire a seed set of paraphrase pairs, S Seed . Any method can
be used provided that it yields enough high-quality paraphrase pairs distributed over a wide
variety of types of lexical variants and paraphrase patterns. Given their greater accuracy,
alignment-based methods applied to bilingual or monolingual parallel corpora (Section 2.2) are
preferable to similarity-based methods applied to monolingual corpora (Section 2.1). For the sake
ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 17, No. 2, Article 13. Publication date: January 2018.
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Fig. 3. LHS filtering for “control device.”

of reproducibility, we use here the bilingual pivoting method [3]. More speciically, we use the
phrase-based SMT framework [35] and ofer additional iltering methods as a way to further
improve the resulting set of extracted paraphrase pairs.
3.1.1 Cleaning Translation Pairs. The phrase pair extraction process of phrase-based SMT systems aims at high recall for increased robustness of the translation process. As a result, uniltered
results of the bilingual pivoting method will include many pairs of phrases that are not accurate
paraphrases. For instance, as discussed in Koehn [34], applying the phrase-extraction algorithm to
a sentence pair that contains unaligned words often leads to multiple noninterchangeable translations for a single source phrase, such as “dass” and “, dass” in German for “that” in English.
In order to reduce this kind of noise, we apply some iltering techniques to the translation
pairs. First, statistically unreliable translation pairs [33] are iltered out. Then, we further ilter
out phrases made up entirely of stop words or punctuation marks, both in the language of interest
and in the pivot language.
3.1.2 Filtering Seed Paraphrase Pairs. Let S Raw be the initial set of paraphrase pairs extracted
from the sanitized translation table using the bilingual pivoting method. We extract seed paraphrase pairs, S Seed , from S Raw , relying on a stoplist and paraphrase probabilities provided by Equation (1) in Section 2.2. We start our iltering process by discarding pairs whose diference comprises
stop words only, such as (“the schools”, “schools and”). Furthermore, to ilter out unlikely pairs of
the kind shown with dotted lines in Figures 2 and 3, we compare the right-hand side (RHS) phrases
of each left-hand side (LHS) phrase and vice versa. Given a set of paraphrase pairs, the RHS-iltering
(Figure 2) ilters RHS phrases corresponding to the same LHS phrase lp. An RHS phrase rp is not
licensed if lp has another RHS phrase rp ′ ( rp) that satisies the following conditions.
• rp ′ is a word subsequence of rp.
• rp ′ is a more likely paraphrase than rp, i.e., p(rp ′ |lp) > p(rp|lp).
The LHS-iltering (Figure 3) works in the same manner; LHS phrases for each RHS phrase rp
are compared. An LHS phrase lp is not qualiied as a legitimate source of rp if rp has another LHS
phrase lp ′ ( lp) that satisies the following conditions.
• lp ′ is a word subsequence of lp.
• lp ′ is a more likely source than lp, i.e., p(lp ′ |rp) > p(lp|rp).
ACM Trans. Asian Low-Resour. Lang. Inf. Process., Vol. 17, No. 2, Article 13. Publication date: January 2018.
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The two directions of iltering are applied separately and the intersection of their results is
retained.
3.1.3 Measuring Reliability. Candidate pairs are inally iltered on the basis of their reliability
scores. A threshold (thp ) on paraphrase probability has been used in relevant literature [14, 16,
45, and others]. Furthermore, we measure the contextual similarity between the phrases of each
paraphrase pair, Sim(lp, rp), using monolingual data, as in previous studies [9, 22], which have
established that information derived from additional monolingual data can help assess the quality of paraphrases extracted from bilingual data. We discard paraphrase pairs whose similarity is
lower than a speciic threshold (ths1 ). A variety of recipes for computing contextual similarity (see
Section 2.1) can be used; we have selected one for our experiment in Section 4. However, we do
not provide here any comparisons or recommendations regarding that particular aspect.
3.2

Step 2. Learning Paraphrase Paterns

Given a seed set of paraphrase pairs, S Seed , paraphrase patterns are then induced. For instance,
from the paraphrase pairs in (4), we obtain the paraphrase patterns in (5).
(4)

a. airports in Europe ⇔ European airports
b. amendment of regulation ⇔ amending regulation
c. should be noted that ⇔ is worth noting that

(5)

a. X 1 :ϵ in X 2 :ϵ ⇔ X 2 :an X 1 :ϵ
b. X 1 :ment of X 2 :ϵ ⇔ X 1 :ing X 2 :ϵ
c. should be X 1 :ed that ⇔ is worth X 1 :ing that

where each pair of the same variable slots accompanied by aix information, such as (“X 1 :ing”,
“X 1 :ment”) and (“X 2 :ϵ”, “X 2 :ϵ”), represents a corresponding pair of words that are captured by aix
patterns introduced in previous work (see Section 2.3).
This approach aims to automatically capture general paraphrase patterns of the kind that have
often been targeted by means of handcrafted rules [19, 32]. The problem with handcrafted rules is
the diiculty of covering the extensive variety of such paraphrase patterns robustly and accurately.
While our data-driven method does not need any manually created resources, such as dictionaries,
it is still able to take advantage of whenever they are available.
Note that our use of variable slots is crucially diferent from their use in other paraphrase acquisition methods. In [13, 40, 52, 54, 55], variable slots serve to calculate the contextual similarity of
the original fully lexicalized parts; in [8, 59], they serve to restrict the context in which the paired
phrases are regarded as legitimate paraphrases.
3.2.1 Learning Afix Paterns. First, aix patterns of lexical variants, such as (“X :ϵ”, “X :an”) and
(“X :ment”, “X :ing”) in (5), are learned from S Seed . While previous studies [19, 23] have considered
only suix patterns, we also deal with identical word forms shared by paraphrase pairs, denoted
as (“X :ϵ”, “X :ϵ”), and preix patterns. For instance, we obtain (“un:X ”, “ϵ:X ”) and (“co:X ”, “ϵ:X ”)
from (“unreliable”, “reliable”) and (“coexist”, “exist”) in (6).
(6)

a. is unreliable ⇔ is not reliable
b. coexist with ⇔ exist together with

We currently do not consider combinations of preix and suix, such as (“ϵ:X :ly”, “in:X :ϵ”) and
(“ϵ:X :ed”, “un:X :able”) exhibited by (“directly”, “indirect”) and (“believed”, “unbelievable”), respectively, and types of aixes other than preixes and suixes.
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ALGORITHM 1: Extraction of Candidate Lexical Variants
Input: A paraphrase pair comprising N and M words a = (a 1 , a 2 , . . . , a N ) and b = (b1 , b2 , . . . , b M )
Input: A set of stop words W
Output: A set of candidate lexical variants with corresponding aix patterns C
procedure Extract_Candidate_Lexical_Variants(a, b,W )
C ← {}
for each (ai , b j ) such that 1 ≤ i ≤ N ∧ 1 ≤ j ≤ M do
⊲ Stop words are ignored
if ai  W ∧ b j  W then
preix ← Find_Longest_Common_Prefix(ai , b j )
if preix  “” then
⊲ If ai and b j share preix of at least one character
suix1 ← Variablize_Prefix(ai , preix)
suix2 ← Variablize_Prefix(b j , preix)
C ← C ∪ {(ai , b j , suix1 , suix2 , preix)} ⊲ e.g., (“noted,” “noting,” “X :ed,” “X :ing,” “not”)
end if
suix ← Find_Longest_Common_Suffix(ai , b j )
if suix  “” then
⊲ If ai and b j share suix of at least one character
preix1 ← Variablize_Suffix(ai , suix)
preix2 ← Variablize_Suffix(b j , suix)
⊲ e.g., (“coexist,” “exist,” “co:X ,” “ϵ:X ,” “exist”)
C ← C ∪ {(ai , b j , preix1 , preix2 , suix)}
end if
end if
end for
end procedure

In previous work, aix patterns have been acquired from lists of headwords in manually compiled dictionaries. Here, we acquire them from actual paraphrase pairs by over-generation and
iltering. First, candidate pairs of lexical variants are extracted from S Seed using Algorithm 1, on
the following assumption.
Words appearing on opposite sides of a paraphrase pair are very likely to be semantically related whenever they share the same stem.
We do not rely on any language resources to determine word stems. Instead, given a word pair, we
regard their longest common preix or suix as their shared stem and generate a candidate aix
pattern using the remaining parts of the words. For instance, from paraphrase pair (7), we extract
four pairs of words and their corresponding aix patterns, as shown in Table 2.
(7) is aimed at achieving ⇔ aims to achieve
A list of stop words is used to prevent associating unlikely pairs of words, such as (“alleviate”, “all”)
and (“compare”, “are”). This also excludes pairs of related words, such as (“that”, “this”) and (“neither”, “either”). However, we believe that this does not signiicantly reduce the coverage of aix
patterns. Whenever a pattern is indeed useful, it will be possible to derive it from other word pairs.
When processing Japanese data, we Romanize the cursive forms of syllabographs, i.e., hiragana, as in the linguistics literature to extract more appropriate candidates of aix patterns at the
phoneme level. For instance, a naïve application of the above method to a pair of transitive and
intransitive verbs in (8a) outputs a candidate aix pattern (8b). However, through Romanization,
the method can include “k” in the shared stem and obtains a more general aix pattern (8c).
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Table 2. Candidate Pairs of Lexical Variants and Corresponding
Afix Paterns Extracted from Example (7)

Word1
aimed
aimed
achieving
achieving

Word2
aims
achieve
aims
achieve

Aix1
X :ed
X :imed
X :chieving
X :ing

Aix2
X :s
X :chieve
X :ims
X :e

Stem
aim
a
a
achiev

Table 3. Examples of Filtering Afix Paterns

Aix1

Aix2

X :an
X :ment
X :ing
un:X
co:X
X :chieve
X :chieving
X :ed
X :ing

X :ϵ
X :ing
X :ed
ϵ:X
ϵ:X
X :imed
X :ims
X :s
X :e

# of unique stems
length≥5 length<5
7
0
18
2
245
53
43
7
8
0
0
1
0
1
69
22
330
70

Result
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
Retained
Eliminated
Eliminated
Retained
Retained

Note: The numbers of unique stems are taken from our experimental results using
the entire data for the Europarl English setting (Section 4).

(8)

a. (“” (tikadukeru, to put close), “” (tikaduku; to get close))
b. Stem: “” (tikadu), aix pattern: (“X :” (keru), “X :” (ku))
c. Stem: “ duk” (tikaduk), aix pattern: (“X :eru”, “X :u”)

As it turns out, not every candidate aix pattern generated by the above method proves to be
appropriate. This is why we perform iltering based on the following criterion [23].
An aix pattern is retained if it is associated with at least n unique stems that are
of length at least k characters.
This criterion relies on two parameters. Parameter n assesses whether a pattern is suiciently
productive. The more word pairs a pattern is associated with, the more likely the pattern is to
be useful in inding new word pairs that match it. The other parameter, k, is motivated by the
observation that a genuine pattern is more likely to be used even for long stems because aixation,
inlection, and conjugation are fundamental operations for producing lexical variants. The optimal
value for these two parameters can vary across diferent corpora and languages. Table 3 shows
whether each aix pattern in the above examples is retained or eliminated with k = 5 and n = 2,
as proposed in [23].
3.2.2 Generating Paraphrase Paterns. Paraphrase patterns are generated from the seed paraphrase pairs in S Seed by using the aix patterns acquired in the previous step. In this step, as presented in Algorithm 2, we exhaustively consider all combinations of lexical variants that match
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ALGORITHM 2: Generation of Paraphrase Patterns
Input: A pair of phrases a and b
Input: A set of stop words W
Input: A set of aix patterns L
⊲ For all (aix1 , aix2 ), (aix2 , aix1 ) is also included in L
Output: A set of paraphrase patterns P
procedure Generate_Paraphrase_Patterns(a, b,W , L)
C ← Extract_Candidate_Lexical_Variants(a, b,W )
⊲ See Algorithm 1
⊲ Retain only reliable aix patterns
C ′ ← {p = (·, ·, aix1 , aix2 , ·) ∈ C | (aix1 , aix2 ) ∈ L}
⊲ Find all generalizations
P ← Enumerate_Patterns(a, b, C ′, 1)
P ← Uniqe(P )
⊲ Take unique generalizations ignoring index variations of variable slots
end procedure
procedure Enumerate_Patterns(a, b, C, n)
P = {}
for each p = (word1 , word2 , aix1 , aix2 , stem) ∈ C do
a ′ ← Generalize_Words(a, word1 , aix1 , n) ⊲ Replace all words word1 in a with X n and aix1
b ′ ← Generalize_Words(b, word2 , aix2 , n) ⊲ Replace all words word2 in b with X n and aix2
if a ′  a ∧ b ′  b then
⊲ (a, b) is generalized by p
⊲ Depth-irst search with recursion
P ′ ← Enumerate_Patterns(a ′, b ′, C\{p}, n + 1)
⊲ If (a, b) is no more generalizable
if P ′ = {} then
P ′ ← {(a ′, b ′ )}
end if
P ← P ∪ P′
end if
end for
return P
⊲ Return {} if none of C is applicable
end procedure

one of these generated aix patterns. For instance, from the paraphrase pair (7), the following two
patterns can be generated.3
(9)

a. is X 1 :ed at X 2 :ing ⇔ X 1 :s to X 2 :e
b. is X 1 :imed at X 2 :chieving ⇔X 2 :ims to X 1 :chieve

3.3 Step 3. Harvesting New Paraphrase Pairs
The paraphrase patterns induced in the previous step have better coverage than S Seed as a consequence of generalizing corresponding pairs of words. However, at the same time, some information, such as selectional restrictions of verbs and other types of idiosyncracy of words, is lost in the
generalization process. Thus, even if the given seed paraphrase pairs are all correct, the induced
paraphrase patterns do not necessarily guarantee that corresponding pairs of phrases are always
correct paraphrases. Instead of leaving such issues of pattern matching to the potential users, we
collect new pairs of phrases from a large-scale monolingual data and assess each of them on the
basis of yet another type of information, i.e., contextual similarity.
First, all those pairs of phrases that instantiate each side of any given pattern are collected.
A particular aix pattern alone cannot guarantee that matching pairs will always preserve the
semantic relations exhibited by the seed paraphrase pair from which it has been induced. For
3 Note that this example is used only for explaining the complete pattern generation process. Owing to the aforementioned

iltering method, spurious patterns, such as (9b), get iltered out in practice.
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instance, pattern (10b) is learned from seed paraphrase pair (10a), where the “part-of” relation is
held between the corresponding variable slots (“X 1 :ϵ”, “X 1 :an”).
(10)

a. countries of Europe ⇔ European nations
b. countries of X 1 :ϵ ⇔ X 1 :an nations

The variable slots can be instantiated by word pairs with diferent semantic relations. For instance,
the variable slot in (10b) will match inappropriate pairs, such as (“uncle”, “unclean”) and (“beg”,
“began”), alongside appropriate ones, such as (“Haiti”, “Haitian”) and (“suburb”, “suburban”). However, we assume that the ixed part of each paraphrase pair, such as “countries of” and “nations” in
(10b), provides a strong enough constraint to ilter out inappropriate matches, guaranteeing also
the grammaticality of the entire phrase to some degree.
Pattern matching alone would collect pairs of phrases that are not suitable paraphrases in any
context. We therefore assess the legitimacy of each collected pair of phrases by calculating contextual similarity between phrases in the same way as we have done for iltering S Seed . Then,
a pair is eliminated whenever its two phrases are used in signiicantly dissimilar contexts, i.e.,
Sim(lp, rp) < ths2 . The contextual similarity of antonyms and sibling words also tends to be high.
However, we expect that this is not a problem within our process, assuming that semantic equivalence between each collected pair of phrases is virtually assured because of the fact that the
corresponding pattern has been learned from high-quality seed paraphrase pairs.
As illustrated in Figure 1, the paraphrase pairs we can collect from monolingual data include
ones that have no word overlap with the seed paraphrase pairs. For instance, using the paraphrase
pattern (5b) induced from a seed paraphrase pair (4b), we can obtain the following pairs.
(11)

a. investment of resources ⇔ investing resources
b. recruitment of engineers ⇔ recruiting engineers

3.4 Limitation
One limitation of our proposed method is that it only considers preixation and suixation as clues
for discovering lexical variants. Extensions are needed in order to capture a wider range of lexical
variants. In some languages, inixation and circumixation need to be considered. Also, Gaussier
[23] has pointed out that some lexical derivations in French involve character-level alternations,
such as “c” and “ç.”
Another limitation of our method is that it does not generalize paraphrase pairs comprising
words that have completely unrelated surface forms, such as (“look like”, “resemble”) and (“kick the
bucket”, “pass away”). To create more complete paraphrase lexicons, we will need some additional
mechanisms that are able to deal with such idiosyncratic paraphrases.
Finally, as our method considers only corpora as the sources of paraphrase pairs, it will never
acquire paraphrases that do not occur in its input corpora. Querying Web search engines might
be a way to overcome this limitation, but might also result in noisier output.
4 QUANTITATIVE IMPACT
In this section, we evaluate the extent to which our proposed method can expand a given paraphrase lexicon, using English, French, and Japanese as target languages. We conducted the following three experiments.
Experiment 1. The seed set of paraphrase pairs, S Seed , was created using the bilingual pivoting
method. We conducted a learning-curve experiment in order to study the characteristics
of our method relative to the quantity of input bilingual data.
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Table 4. The Bilingual Data

Setting

# of sentences

Europarl
NTCIR

2.01M
3.19M

English
55.7M
107.6M

# of tokens
French
Japanese
61.9M
115.5M

Table 5. The Additional Monolingual Data Used with the Corresponding Side of Bilingual Data

Setting

Additional monolingual data

Europarl

News Crawl 2011–2013

NTCIR

NTCIR unaligned 2006–2007

Language
English
French
English
Japanese

# of sentences
52.0M
19.4M
39.9M
136.5M

# of tokens
1,203M
479M
1,360M
5,849M

Experiment 2. Another learning-curve experiment was conducted with regard to the size of input
monolingual data.
Experiment 3. To demonstrate the versatility of our method, we applied it to several existing
paraphrase lexicons created by other researchers.
4.1

Experiment 1: Learning Curve Relative to the Size of Input Seed Paraphrases

4.1.1 Data and Tools. As sources for acquiring seed paraphrase pairs, S Seed , we used two diferent bilingual parallel corpora: the English–French version of the Europarl parallel corpus4 and the
NTCIR Japanese–English patent translation data.5 Table 4 summarizes the number of sentences
and tokens on each side of the bilingual data. For the learning-curve experiment, we created smaller
subcorpora, maintaining their inclusion relation. First, a half-size subcorpus was created by randomly sampling 50% of the sentence pairs from the entire bilingual data. This process was repeated
on each half-sized version until we obtained subcorpora of 1/128 size.
As for the monolingual data, we used News Crawl6 2011–2013 in combination with Europarl.
For the NTCIR experiment, the 2006–2007 chapters of NTCIR unaligned patent documents were
also used. Table 5 summarizes the numbers of sentences and tokens in the entire data. The concatenation of these monolingual data and the corresponding side of bilingual data were used to
extract new paraphrase pairs and to compute contextual similarity of phrase pairs.
The English and French data were tokenized using the Moses toolkit7 and the Japanese data
were tokenized using MeCab.8 To perform phrase-table cleaning and additional iltering steps, we
used stoplists available on the Web:9 571 English and 463 French words. For Japanese, we manually
listed 160 diferent morphemes.
4.1.2 Seed Paraphrase Pairs. The seed paraphrase pairs, S Seed , were acquired using the bilingual
pivoting method described in Section 3.1. The process began with the creation of a translation
table from the input bilingual parallel corpus. IBM2 word alignment was determined using SyMGIZA++.10 Phrase alignments of each sentence pair were identiied using the “grow-diag-inal”
4 http://statmt.org/europarl/,

release 7.

5 http://ntcir.nii.ac.jp/PatentMT-2/.
6 http://statmt.org/wmt14/translation-task.html.
7 http://statmt.org/moses/,

RELEASE-2.1.1.
version 0.996
9 http://members.unine.ch/jacques.savoy/clef/.
10 https://github.com/emjotde/symgiza-pp/.

8 http://taku910.github.io/mecab/,
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Fig. 4. Number of seed paraphrase pairs.

heuristic11 with a maximum phrase length of eight. The resulting translation pairs were then iltered through signiicance pruning with α + ϵ as threshold [33]. After extracting the initial set of
paraphrase pairs, S Raw , we performed extensive iltering as described in Section 3.1.
To compute the contextual similarity between the phrases of each paraphrase pair, we irst
extracted adjacent-word 1–4 grams of each occurrence of the phrase. For instance, from the preprocessed sentence in (12a), a total of eight features in (12b) were extracted for this occurrence of
the phrase “amending the regulation.”
(12)

a. the commission is now amending the regulation and will take a inal vote.
b. L1:now, L2:is:now, L3:commission:is:now, L4:the:commission:is:now,
R1:and, R2:and:will, R3:and:will:take, R4:and:will:take:a

Thereafter, each phrase was assigned a vector summing up all features recorded for that phrase together with their respective frequencies. This was meant as a compromise between less expensive
but noisier approaches, such as bag-of-words, and more accurate but more expensive approaches
that resort to syntactic features. Finally, the contextual similarity of any pair of phrases was calculated as the cosine of the respective feature vector of each phrase. As the reliability thresholds, we
used thp = 0.01 for paraphrase probability and ths1 = ϵ for contextual similarity. While the former
is in line with common practice, the latter was chosen in order to discard only paraphrase pairs
that were used in completely dissimilar contexts.
The numbers of paraphrase pairs acquired from the bilingual data are depicted in Figure 4. The
general trend is simply that more bilingual data resulted in more paraphrase pairs. The lines with
11 We used the “grow-diag-inal” heuristic, while the “grow-diag-inal-and” heuristic had been used more widely in the SMT

community. The additional “and” constraint trusts a smaller number of word alignments, consequently producing larger
numbers of phrase pairs involving nonaligned words and signiicantly skewing the estimates. As explained in Sections 3.1.1
and 3.1.2, most are incorrect as paraphrases; thus, we should avoid them proactively. See the following document for
reference: http://statmt.org/moses/?n=FactoredTraining.AlignWords.
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“ ” demonstrate that the iltering techniques described in Section 3.1.2 discarded a large portion
of the raw results of bilingual pivoting, i.e., S Raw , depicted with “×.” More bilingual data resulted
in a higher ratio of discarded pairs, suggesting that many incorrect and/or relatively useless pairs,
such as those shown in Figures 2 and 3, had originally been acquired.
The lines with “+” show the results based on a widely used threshold value on the paraphrase
probability, i.e., thp = 0.01, directly applied to S Raw . The percentage of discarded paraphrase pairs
varies greatly depending on corpus size, suggesting that the threshold value should in principle
be corpus dependent. However, to ensure the quality of S Seed , we decided to adopt the standard
threshold value, even though it turned out to discard some less frequent but perfectly good
paraphrase pairs, such as (“control apparatus”, “controlling device”) in Figure 2. The resulting
number of paraphrase pairs is labeled with “△” in Figure 4.
4.1.3 Paraphrase Paterns. Given our seed set of paraphrase pairs, S Seed , we irst induced aix
patterns and then paraphrase patterns. The aix patterns in the English and French experiments
were iltered with k = 5 and n = 2, following Gaussier [23]. In the Japanese experiments, we set k =
2 because stems of lexical variants in Japanese are mostly written using ideographical characters,
i.e., kanji, and consequently tend to be short. There are actually many pairs of lexical variants
that share only one kanji, as exempliied in (13), but we reluctantly determined that we needed to
abandon them, because k = 1 would have yielded too many inappropriate aix patterns.
(13)

a. (“ i” (tikai; be close), “ duku” (tikaduku; to get close))
b. (“ ku” (takaku; be high), “ me” (takame; to raise / be relatively high))
c. (“ ru” (nokoru; to remain), “ su” (nokosu; to leave))

Tables 6 and 7, respectively, show the most frequent suix and preix patterns obtained from
the entire bilingual and monolingual data in each of the four settings. The “#sup” columns show
the numbers of corresponding word pairs. To facilitate understanding of the induced patterns, we
examined samples of corresponding word pairs of each one so that we could manually annotate
it with the POS pairs observed in that sample. The top-ranked suix patterns were typical inlection patterns, including verb conjugation, but some of the identiied suix patterns turned out to
mark derivational patterns, i.e., patterns that relate diferent words, including those with diferent
POS, such as (“X :ng”, “X :on”) and (“X :ation”, “X :ing”) in English, as opposed to diferent forms
of the same word. In contrast, most of the preix patterns acquired in our experiment relected
derivational processes, even though in most cases the POS remained the same, e.g., the verbs “do”
and “redo.” Since our acquisition process of aix patterns did not make use of POS information,
some aix patterns could be derived simultaneously from lexical variants with diferent POS. For
instance, the English pattern (“X :s”, “X :ϵ”) was acquired not only from pairs of plural/singular
nouns (NNS, NN) but also from pairs made up of the third-person singular verb and its corresponding base form (VBZ, VB). For the reasons discussed in Section 3.3, we do not expect such
ambiguity to seriously hurt accuracy. We will examine in our future work whether the use of a
POS tagger brings worthwhile gains.
English aix patterns derived from diferent domains, i.e., those from Europarl and NTCIR settings, showed a notably large overlap, demonstrating the generality of lexical variants across domains. For instance, from the entire data in Europarl and NTCIR settings, our method derived 595
and 1,203 aix patterns, respectively, 308 of which were common. Our method also identiied aix
patterns speciic to each domain, such as (“euro:X ”, “ϵ:X ”) in the Europarl setting, and (“X :ing”,
“X :or”) and (“photo:X ”, “ϵ:X ”) in the NTCIR setting, each derived from, for instance, (“eurosceptics”, “sceptics”), (“detecting”, “detector”), and (“photoresist”, “resist”).
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Table 6. The 20 Most Frequent Sufix Paterns Obtained from the Entire Data in Each Seting

Note: POS tags for English follow those used in the Penn Treebank (ftp://ftp.cis.upenn.edu/pub/treebank/doc/tagguide.ps.
gz). Acronyms for French are as follows: “NC” for common noun, {“VW”, “VG”, “VK”, “VP”, “VF”} for ininitive, present
participle, past participle, present indicative, and future indicative of verb, respectively, “AQ” for qualiicative adjective,
“Adv” for adverb, “m” for masculine, “f” for feminine, “s” for single, “p” for plural, “1” for irst person, and “3” for third
person. See http://www.llf.cnrs.fr/Gens/Abeille/French-Treebank-fr.php for the comprehensive list. Acronyms for Japanese
are as follows: N for noun, V for verb, A for adjective, “IR” for irrealis form, “CO” for continuative form, “TE” for terminal
form, and “HY” for hypothetical form. “⋆” indicates patterns speciic to loan words written in katakana (the square forms
of kana).

A comparison with the 7,699 aix patterns in Catvar12 revealed that 277 (126 suix and 151
preix) and 561 (265 suix and 296 preix) aix patterns in the above two respective settings were
not covered by Catvar. As a consequence of relying on the surface forms of words instead of their
base forms, our method collected many complex suix patterns, such as (“X :ing”, “X :ors”) from
12 https://clipdemos.umiacs.umd.edu/catvar/,

version2.1.
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Table 7. The 10 Most Frequent Prefix Paterns Obtained from the Entire Data in Each Seting

Note: Acronyms follow those in Table 6.

Fig. 5. Paraphrase paterns (let: number; right: coverage).

(“generating”, “generators”) and (“X :fully”, “X :ϵ”) from (“peacefully”, “peace”), and some regular
suixations, such as (“X :est”, “X :ϵ”) for superlative and base forms of adjectives, that Catvar ignored. On the other hand, the 10 most frequent paraphrase patterns presented in Table 7 were all
missing in Catvar. We also noticed the limitation of our method; apparently it cannot capture the
generality that is exhibited less frequently. For instance, in the Europarl setting, we had only one
pair of words, (“observation”, “observer”), of (“X :ation”, “X :er”), and no pair of words of (“X :sm”,
“X :ze”), which was exhibited by (“criticism”, “criticize”) and (“formalism”, “formalize”) in Catvar.
Using the acquired aix patterns to capture lexical variants, we then induced paraphrase patterns. Figure 5 shows the number of acquired paraphrase patterns and their coverage, i.e., the percentage of seed paraphrase pairs that get generalized into a pattern. More seed paraphrase pairs
resulted in more patterns and higher coverage. When the entire bilingual and monolingual data
were used, 40–70% of the paraphrase pairs in S Seed were generalized into patterns. In the Europarl
setting, we obtained more patterns and higher coverage for French than for English. This can be
explained by the fact that French morphology is signiicantly richer than that in English. In the
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Fig. 6. Percentage of the 1-variable, 2-variable, and 3-variable paraphrase paterns.

NTCIR setting, we extracted more patterns for English than for Japanese. This could be a result
of the fact that we missed some patterns by abandoning aix patterns that were supported by
only short stems, such as those presented in (13). Accordingly, some seed paraphrase pairs failed
to be generalized, and some partial patterns failed to be merged into a single general pattern. We
are planning to address this shortcoming in our future work through an improved treatment of
Japanese data, e.g., by using phonetic transcriptions of ideographical characters as well.
As shown in Figure 6, most of the acquired paraphrase patterns contained only one variable.
However, the percentages of paraphrase patterns with more than one variable tended to grow
with the size of bilingual data. The maximum number of variables was ive in both languages for
the Europarl setting and seven in both languages for the NTCIR setting, but many of them merely
contain identical word sequences.
Unlike aix patterns, paraphrase patterns in the two English settings had only a small intersection. For instance, the 273 thousand and 464 thousand patterns that were obtained from the entire
Europarl and NTCIR data, respectively, had only 5,226 patterns in common. With smaller quantities of bilingual data, the NTCIR setting resulted in more paraphrase patterns than the Europarl
setting and the patterns in the NTCIR setting always achieved conspicuously higher coverage than
those in the Europarl setting. We observed that the NTCIR data is richer in the kinds of expressions
that tend to induce a lot of variation, such as technical terms and nominalizations. Our analysis of
the number of RHS phrases per LHS phrase is reported in Section 4.1.4.
4.1.4 New Paraphrase Pairs Harvested from Monolingual Data. Finally, new paraphrase pairs,
S Hvst , were harvested from the entire monolingual data by using the induced paraphrase patterns.
We only considered single words as potential slot-illers of our paraphrase patterns and iltered
the collected pairs of phrases on the basis of their contextual similarity, as for S Seed in Section 4.1.2,
with ths2 = ϵ. We also excluded paraphrase pairs already present in S Seed .
As depicted by the lines labeled “Pairs” in Figure 7, we managed to harvest remarkably large
numbers of paraphrase pairs, irrespective of the amount of bilingual data. For instance, in the
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Fig. 7. Number of seed and newly harvested paraphrase pairs and unique LHS phrases covered.

Fig. 8. Leverage ratio (let: paraphrase pairs; right: unique LHS phrases).

Europarl English setting with the entire bilingual data, we acquired 971 thousand pairs of seed
paraphrases, S Seed , and 63.8 million new paraphrase pairs, S Hvst . As the seed set acquired early in
the process can be pooled with the newly harvested set, we can say that our method expanded S Seed
by a factor of 67. The lines labeled “LHS” show the number of unique LHS phrases, i.e., phrases
that have at least one paraphrase. These results show that our method is making a substantial
contribution to the discovery of paraphrases that were missing in S Seed .
Figure 8 highlights that our method has achieved a remarkably large leverage ratio of S Hvst to
S Seed , with regard to both the numbers of paraphrase pairs and of unique LHS phrases. Except for
the NTCIR English setting, the ratio peaked at when the middle-sized bilingual data were used.
When more than 1/8 of the entire bilingual data were used, the ratio was monotonically decreasing
in all of the settings. This trend relects the ratio of the monolingual and bilingual data. In other
words, when suiciently large bilingual data are available, the need for harnessing monolingual
data decreases. However, when the amount of bilingual data becomes too small, the extracted set of
seed paraphrase pairs might not comprise a suiciently large variety of productive patterns to gain
a lot of leverage. Consequently, the leverage ratio may not be as high as the ratio of the monolingual
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Table 8. Sample Paraphrase Paterns in the NTCIR English Seting and the Number
of Corresponding Paraphrase Pairs

1/128 data
Full data
S Seed S Hvst S Seed S Hvst
(“X :ϵ Y :ϵ”, “Y :ϵ X :s”) (“signal data”, “data signals”)
2 206,998 306 224,375
1 63,134 74 67,674
(“X :ϵ Y :ϵ”, “Y :ϵ of X :s”) (“pulse number”, “number of pulses”)
1 41,828 73 45,730
(“X :ing Y :ϵ”, “Y :ϵ X :ϵ”) (“reading data”, “data read”)
1 1,876 65 1,841
(“for X :ing”, “to X :e”) (“for driving”, “to drive”)
Paraphrase pattern

Sample paraphrase pair

Fig. 9. Average yield (let: seed paraphrase pairs; right: new paraphrase pairs).

to bilingual data. The NTCIR English setting showed an exceptional trend. The ratio monotonically
decreased with the scaling up of the bilingual data. We conirmed that some productive patterns,
such as those exempliied in Table 8, were acquired even from small numbers of seed paraphrases.
The leverage ratio of S Hvst to S Seed can be increased further by scaling up the monolingual data, as
we investigate in Section 4.2.
Another striking diference between S Seed and S Hvst is the yield, i.e., the number of RHS phrases
associated with an LHS phrase.13 As displayed in Figure 9, the average yield for S Hvst increased
rapidly with the scaling up of the bilingual data, while that of S Seed grew relatively slowly. The
pivoting method based on bilingual data cannot produce very many RHS phrases per unique LHS
phrase as a result of its reliance on word/phrase alignment, conditional probability, and surface
forms of words. In contrast, our method does not limit the number of RHS phrases. Instead, it
assesses each potential RHS phrase on the basis of its contextual similarity to the corresponding
LHS phrase. Our method is unable to achieve high yield for S Hvst whenever only a small number of
paraphrase patterns can be induced from the given seed paraphrase pairs (see also Figure 5). Just
like the leverage ratio, the average yield can be increased by harnessing larger monolingual data;
this is discussed in Section 4.2.
As mentioned in Section 4.1.3, the two English settings derived only a small number of common paraphrase patterns. Nevertheless, they actually contributed to obtaining a large number of
paraphrase pairs. For instance, 29.7% (19.0/63.8 million) of the paraphrase pairs obtained in the
Europarl English setting can also be acquired through the application of the paraphrase patterns
induced in the NTCIR English setting to the News Crawl monolingual data. In the opposite direction, 19.3% (26.6/137.6 million) of the paraphrase pairs from the NTCIR English setting can
be acquired. Although these ratios appear low, the numbers of acquirable paraphrase pairs are
13 Unlike

the work in Szpektor et al. [54], we did not extract only correct pairs to calculate the yield.
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Table 9. The Monolingual Subcorpora

Setting
Europarl
NTCIR

Label
Small
Large
Small
Large

# of sentences
7,229,454
51,995,709
4,509,076
39,864,775

# of tokens
164,642,114
1,203,454,589
159,277,043
1,359,686,076

Fig. 10. Number of new paraphrase pairs (cf. Figure 7).

signiicantly larger than those in S Seed (see Figure 4), suggesting that our generalization approach
can render the S Seed from a given domain useful in diferent domains.
4.2

Experiment 2: Comparison of Diferent Sizes of Monolingual Data

We also investigated how the leverage ratio of S Hvst to S Seed and the average yield of S Hvst are
afected by the size of monolingual data, comparing three diferent sizes of monolingual data
in the two English settings. The irst data, “Bi+Large”, is identical to that of the irst experiment
in Section 4.1. The second, “Bi+Small”, is a subset of the entire monolingual data, as shown in
Table 9. The third data, “Bi only”, includes only the English side of the bilingual data without
any additional monolingual data. In our method, the monolingual data is used not only as the
source of new paraphrase pairs but also as the resource used for computing contextual similarity
of paraphrase pairs. Nevertheless, with the same threshold ths1 = ϵ, more than 90% of paraphrase
pairs in S Seed of the “Bi+Large” setting were retained by the “Bi only” setting. Consequently, almost
the same sets of paraphrase patterns were acquired with the three diferent sizes of monolingual
data, suggesting that the size of bilingual data is more important than that of monolingual data,
most likely because of its relationship with the diversity of paraphrase patterns.
Figure 10 depicts the number of newly harvested paraphrase pairs, S Hvst , and Figure 11 shows
the leverage ratio of each S Hvst to its corresponding S Seed . Note that the vertical axis of Figure 11 is
displayed in log scale, unlike Figure 8. The obvious observation is that the larger the monolingual
data is, the more paraphrase pairs get acquired and the higher the leverage ratio is. The results
of the “Bi only” setting demonstrate that our method is able to ind a large number of paraphrase
pairs even when the data is limited to whatever was used to acquire S Seed . This follows from our
exploitation of generalizations that underlie the paraphrase pairs in S Seed . However, only some
hundreds of new paraphrase pairs were harvested when the minimum size of data was used, i.e.,
the leftmost points of the “Bi only” settings. This conirms the value of additional monolingual
data. On the leverage ratio, the two settings with additional monolingual data exhibited the same
trend with regard to the size of bilingual data. In contrast, the lack of additional monolingual data
in the “Bi only” setting resulted in a monotonic increase.
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Fig. 11. Leverage ratio (cf. Figure 8).

Fig. 12. Average yield of new paraphrase pairs
(cf. Figure 9).

Figure 12 compares the average yield of the three settings with diferent sizes of monolingual
data. As the sets of paraphrase patterns were almost the same in each setting, the yield of a given
LHS depends entirely on whether the RHS phrase of each corresponding pattern is found in the
given monolingual data. Nevertheless, the results indicate that the average yield is not signiicantly
increased by scaling up the monolingual data. The main lesson is that the diversity of phrase constructions basically depends on the paraphrase patterns and, ultimately, on the size of underlying
bilingual data.
Although the above experiments are just simulations, they demonstrate the potential applicability of our method to relatively low-resource conditions. The leftmost points of the Europarl setting in Figure 10 correspond to bilingual data with 400 thousand tokens or 16 thousand sentence
pairs according to Table 4. Such quantities of bilingual data are available, for instance, through
OPUS,14 for many languages including some that are generally considered as low resourced. In
cases in which less bilingual data happen to be available, it would be possible to crowdsource
the missing portion, as in Tatoeba.15 As for monolingual data, one can rely on the Web. For instance, researchers have exploited Wikipedia, which provides more than 10 thousand documents
for more than 130 languages.16 In our future work, we will examine the usefulness of our method
for acquiring paraphrases in severely low-resourced languages.
4.3 Experiment 3: Expanding Existing Paraphrase Lexicons
To demonstrate the versatility of our method, we also applied it to two types of pre-compiled
paraphrase lexicons in English. One is the set of paraphrase pairs acquired from a Web-harvested
monolingual comparable corpus made up of deinition sentences (henceforth “Web-Def”) [58]. We
prepared subsets of diferent sizes as our S Seed , varying the threshold value on the score of each
extracted pair: ϵ (entire set), 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and 7. The other is the English edition of PPDB-1.0
[22] created from a large-scale parallel corpus using the bilingual pivoting method enhanced with
syntactic constraints. We used six diferent sizes of packages, merging lexical, one-to-many, manyto-one, and phrasal datasets.17 For the monolingual data, we used the entire News Crawl data used
in the irst experiment (Section 4.1) for both types of lexicons.
For comparison, we also created subsets of S Seed in the Europarl and NTCIR English settings with
all of the bilingual and monolingual data from the irst experiment, pruning them with diferent
threshold values for thp : 0.01, 0.05, 0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, and 0.7. Then, we expanded them using
14 http://opus.lingil.uu.se/.
15 https://tatoeba.org/eng/.
16 See

the Japanese article through https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Wikipedia:Multilingual_statistics.

17 http://paraphrase.org/#/download.
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Fig. 13. Number and coverage of paraphrase paterns (cf. Figure 5).

Fig. 14. Number of new paraphrase pairs (cf.
Figure 7).

Fig. 15. Leverage ratio (cf. Figure 8).

the corresponding monolingual data, including the English side of the bilingual data, as in the irst
experiment.
Figure 13 summarizes the number of induced paraphrase patterns and their coverage for S Seed .
For all four datasets, the number of paraphrase patterns exhibited the same trend as in the learningcurve experiment (cf. Figure 5). In contrast, we observed higher coverage when only reliable parts
of seed paraphrase lexicons were used. This indicates that paraphrase pairs that are scored high
with preexisting methods are more susceptible to the kind of generalizations that our method
exploits. The number and coverage of paraphrase patterns induced from Web-Def were especially
higher than those obtained from the other datasets. There are two reasons for this. One is that the
score of each pair has been computed taking into account the existence of shared words across the
phrases of the pair. Another reason is that S Seed of Web-Def includes relatively long phrases. While
the PPDB contained phrases of length up to six tokens, depending on the threshold value, 47.4–
64.9% of paraphrase pairs in S Seed of Web-Def contained phrases comprising more than six tokens.
A single pattern with short phrases is often derived from many paraphrase pairs; in contrast,
patterns for long phrases tend to correspond to fewer pairs of phrases, relecting a lower degree
of generality. Consequently, we obtained more patterns of lesser generality.
Figure 14 displays the number of newly harvested paraphrase pairs. Again, we observe the same
trend as in the learning-curve experiment. However, as is evident in Figure 15, the paraphrase patterns for Web-Def, despite their large number, harvested signiicantly fewer paraphrase pairs than
the other datasets. As it turned out, most of the long patterns made no contribution whatsoever.
For instance, when the entire S Seed was used (rightmost points in the charts), 99.5% (8.27/8.31 million) of S Hvst were extracted by patterns that have up to six tokens on each side. However, the S Seed
of Web-Def failed to yield short and highly productive patterns. For instance, among the 100 most
productive patterns induced from the largest package (XXXL) of the PPDB, only seven could be
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Fig. 16. Average yield (let: seed paraphrase pairs; right: new paraphrase pairs; cf. Figure 9).

induced from the entire S Seed of Web-Def, while obvious pairs, such as (“X 1 :ing X 2 :ϵ”, “to X 1 :ϵ
X 2 :ϵ”) and (“X 1 :ϵ X 2 :ed”, “X 2 :ing X 1 :ϵ”), were missing. Consequently, our method achieved a low
leverage ratio for Web-Def only. On the other hand, the paraphrase pairs harvested with the PPDB
showed the same tendencies as those of our Europarl setting. The 48.5 million paraphrase pairs in
the S Hvst acquired through the second smallest package (M) was larger than the 34.4 million pairs
in the S Seed of the largest package (XXXL), but, interestingly, they shared only 210 thousand pairs.
In other words, 99.6% of the former were unseen even when all the available parallel data was
used. This highlights the beneits of our generalization-and-instantiation approach in leveraging
large-scale monolingual data.
Finally, we compared the average yield of S Seed and S Hvst as in Figure 16 and observed a general
trend: the increase according to the size of S Seed . However, when we used the larger packages
from the PPDB, we got suspiciously high average yields: 11.6 and 34.1 for the respective S Seed of
the two largest packages, i.e., XXL and XXXL, and 8.9 for the S Hvst of the largest one, XXXL. We
found that the yield for the phrase “to bring” was 3,571 in the largest S Seed , and 39 of them had
derived paraphrase patterns, including many inappropriate ones, such as (“to X 1 :ϵ”, “X 1 :ing an”)
and (“to X 1 :ϵ”, “in X 1 :ing the”). Another phrase, “supporting the,” had 1,174 RHS phrases in the
S Hvst of which 349 were obtained with diferent paraphrase patterns, most of which turned out to
be nonsensical. In this case, the efect of our method was to amplify the noise present in a large
but unreliable source. The quality of seed paraphrases is clearly a crucial success factor.
5 QUALITY ASSESSMENT THROUGH EVALUATING PARAPHRASE SUBSTITUTIONS
While the previous section focused on the quantitative aspect of expanding paraphrase lexicons,
this section turns to the qualitative aspect. Automatically extracted paraphrase lexicons are generally too large to be evaluated exhaustively. Thus, researchers have typically resorted to manually
evaluating samples. Since the work in Szpektor et al. [53], substitution-based evaluation has been
adopted as a means of assessing the equivalence of a given paraphrase pair. Speciically, good quality pairs, such as (“looks like”, “resembles”), have the property that substituting one of the phrases
of the pair with the other in a given sentence “s” should yield an equivalent sentence “t” as in
(14).18
(14)

s. The roof looks like a prehistoric lizard’s spine.
t. The roof resembles a prehistoric lizard’s spine.

We generated pairs of sentences, such as those of (14), using the paraphrase lexicons to be
evaluated and then asked human evaluators to assess the quality of the paraphrased sentences.
18 Throughout

this section, original and paraphrased sentences are labeled “s” and “t”, respectively.
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5.1 Evaluation Criteria and Procedure
5.1.1 Grammaticality and Meaning Equivalence. Precise guidelines are indispensable to successfully harness human judgments. While the term “paraphrase” primarily refers to meaning
equivalence, grammaticality cannot be ignored in the paraphrase generation task. We use the
following deinitions.
Grammaticality. Whether the paraphrased sentence is syntactically correct.19
Meaning equivalence. Whether the meaning of the original sentence is properly preserved in
the paraphrased sentence.
The following examples are presented in order to help sharpen the distinction between these
two concepts. The paraphrased sentence in (15)20 has no grammatical problem. However, the substitution of “global economy” with “environmental issues” yields a sentence that is not equivalent
in meaning, even though in both cases one is talking about some kind of social issue.
(15)

s. The leaders discussed the global economy.
t.  The leaders discussed the environmental issues.

In contrast, the phrase substitution in (16) does afect the grammaticality while the meaning
appears to be unafected. One could easily correct this grammaticality problem without referring
to the original sentence. We aim to evaluate meaning equivalence separately from grammaticality.
If no information gets added or lost, the two sentences will be marked as equivalent regardless of
grammaticality issues.
(16)

s. I like to be 30 years old.
t. ∗ I like to be age of 30 old.

The example in (17) requires a more careful judgment. Clearly, the two phrases of the pair (“a
movement against racism”, “an anti-racism movement”) are semantically equivalent. However,
the substitution of these phrases within the sentence below has the efect of radically altering the
meaning of the sentence by removing the coordination “racism and fascism.” However, grammaticality remains unafected in this case.
(17)

s. They expressed support for a movement against racism and fascism.
t.  They expressed support for an anti-racism movement and fascism.

5.1.2 Classification-Based Evaluation. In Callison-Burch [8], evaluators are asked to rate grammaticality and meaning equivalence along two ive-point scales. Malakasiotis and Androutsopoulos [42] used a variant of this method with four-point scales. In both experiments, evaluators are
provided with some guidelines about the meaning of each score. However, in practice, numerical
scores tend to be diicult for evaluators to use consistently. In our preliminary experiment, we
made use of the scoring approach of Callison-Burch [8], and observed that some evaluators gave
diferent scores to examples that had very similar types of errors. This is no doubt why some recent work, such as [36], used only a coarse-grained version of the evaluation scales. We would
like to minimize intra-evaluator inconsistency as much as possible while retaining a ine-enough
granularity for the results to prove useful in error analysis.
19 Following

the Chomskyan tradition, we showed “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.” [11] as a grammatical but semantically deviant example.
20 The symbols “∗ ” and “ ” in front of paraphrased sentences indicate ungrammaticality and nonequivalent meaning,
respectively.
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Table 10. Classification Labels

Criterion

Coarse
Positive
Grammaticality
Negative
Positive
Meaning equivalence
Negative

Fine-grained
Perfect, Awkward
Minor Problem, Major Problem, Irredeemable
Equivalent, Missing Info., Additional Info., Ignorable Change
Signiicantly Diferent, Completely Diferent

Table 11. Classification Results by the Authors

Example
(14)
(15)
(16)
(17)

Grammaticality
Perfect
Perfect
Irredeemable
Perfect

Meaning equivalence
Equivalent
Signiicantly Diferent
Equivalent
Signiicantly Diferent

Instead of numerical scoring, we asked our evaluators to classify each example into one of
several predeined classes. Table 10 shows the lists of classes for each of two diferent granularity
levels. To guide evaluators on the classiication task, we provided them with decision trees
branching on a set of basic questions (see Appendices A and B). Thus, assigning a class label to
an example amounts to providing an answer to each of a series of basic questions. Table 11 shows
classiication results for the examples in (14) to (17) as determined by the authors.
5.1.3 Unitwise Two-Phased Evaluation. We packaged into a single example unit several paraphrase examples of each source phrase so that the diferent paraphrases could be presented together to each evaluator. This was found to help evaluators produce more consistent judgments.
Also, to minimize the potential confusion between grammaticality and meaning equivalence, we
controlled the evaluation process as follows.
Step 1. Grammaticality. In the irst step, when an example unit is selected by an evaluator, only
the paraphrased sentences are shown. The evaluator judges their respective grammaticality without seeing the original sentence. If the judge inds that a given sentence is
ungrammatical but in a manner that is not caused by the substituted phrase, the judge
ignores it, assuming that the ungrammaticality is inherited from the original sentence.
Step 2. Meaning equivalence. Once the grammatical assessment is completed, the original sentence is shown alongside its paraphrases. The evaluator is now asked to judge to what
extent the meaning of each paraphrased sentence preserves that of the original sentence.
This unitwise evaluation also has the efect of reducing human efort by avoiding repeated reading and understanding the original sentences.
5.1.4 Evaluation Tool. We designed and implemented our own Web-based evaluation tool to
provide direct support for our unitwise two-phase classiication task. Unlike existing crowdsourcing platforms, such as Amazon Mechanical Turk,21 ours allows evaluators to postpone and revise
their judgments on speciic examples. Throughout the evaluation process, we encouraged evaluators to reconsider past examples in order to make their judgments as consistent as possible.
21 https://www.mturk.com/.
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Table 12. Number of Generated Paraphrases and Example Units

# of unique sentences
# of example units
# of paraphrases
all targeted length
all
3+ examples
Europarl English 9,000
5,850
1,013,511 88,555
31,149
Europarl French 8,995
5,639
1,391,162 97,903
34,706
NTCIR English
4,288
2,730
2,727,399 135,726
47,116
NTCIR Japanese 4,285
2,701
864,434 100,585
18,273
Setting

We avoided pointing out particular examples of disagreement among evaluators for fear that this
would discourage evaluators from reconsidering other units and sentences that needed it.
5.2

Generating Examples for Evaluation

We evaluated the two paraphrase lexicons, S Seed and S Hvst , acquired using the entire bilingual and
monolingual data in each of the four settings in Section 4.1.
As for the original sentences for the two Europarl settings, we used the “newstest” data in WMT
2011–2013, similarly to the work in Callison-Burch [8]. To reduce the human labor for the evaluation, we selected only sentences of moderate length: 10–30 words, which we expected to provide
suicient context around the substituted phrases. Test sentences for evaluating the paraphrase
lexicons in the two NTCIR settings were drawn from NTCIR 9 and 10 Patent MT tasks.22 As the
average length of sentences is larger in patent documents than in news articles, we used larger
values on the length constraints: 20–50 words.
Paraphrased sentences were generated simply by substituting a matching phrase of any pair
from the paraphrase lexicon by its counterpart(s). Table 12 presents the statistics of generated
paraphrase examples in each of the four settings. For instance, in the Europarl English setting,
we obtained 88,555 example units containing 1,013,511 paraphrases. Then, for each example unit,
the paraphrased sentences were ranked on the basis of a 5-gram language model trained on the
corresponding monolingual data using KenLM23 with modiied Kneser–Ney smoothing. We used
a naïve LM-based method to rank the candidates rather than a classiier, as in Zhao et al. [59],
because our focus was the evaluation of the resources and we did not have any labeled training
data. Finally, the example units for evaluation were randomly sampled from those containing at
least three candidates, shown in the rightmost column in Table 12, and the 3 best candidates were
selected. Regarding the Europarl English setting as the primary target, we sampled 200 example
units that contain paraphrases for 200 diferent phrases. For the other three settings, we performed
a small-scale evaluation using 40 example units for 40 diferent phrases.
5.3 uality of Paraphrase Lexicons in the Europarl English Seting
For the Europarl English setting, we separately collected evaluations from three anonymous native English speakers. Table 13 summarizes the inter-evaluator agreement ratio, Cohen’s κ [12]
and Fleiss’s κ [18], for which “ine-grained” and “coarse-grained” refer to the results based on the
corresponding granularity of evaluation. The values for the coarse-grained results were “substantial” for grammaticality and “moderate” for meaning equivalence [37]. We also observed that the
22 http://ntcir.nii.ac.jp/PatentMT-2/.
23 https://kheaield.com/code/kenlm/.
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Table 13. Range of Cohen’s κ of Pairwise Agreement and Fleiss’s κ
for All Three Evaluators

Fine-grained
Cohen
Fleiss
0.51 - 0.56
0.53
0.27 - 0.35
0.29

Criterion
Grammaticality
Meaning equivalence

Coarse-grained
Cohen
Fleiss
0.64 - 0.79
0.72
0.48 - 0.53
0.50

Table 14. Precision of Paraphrase Substitution Using the Paraphrase Lexicons
in the Europarl English Seting

Aggregation Method

Lexicon

S Seed
Individual judgments S Hvst
Total
S Seed
S Hvst
Majority voting
Total

N
198
1,602
1,800
66
534
600

Grammaticality Meaning equivalence
Both
#
%
#
%
#
%
169
0.85
172
0.87
147 0.74
1,200
0.75
1,230
0.77
938 0.59
1,369
0.76
1,402
0.78
1,085 0.60
56
0.85
60
0.91
50 0.76
396
0.74
416
0.78
314 0.59
452
0.75
476
0.79
364 0.61

values of Cohen’s κ varied with evaluator pairs and that meaning equivalence is signiicantly more
diicult to judge than grammaticality, even with decision tree procedure.
Our paraphrase lexicons were rated according to the proportion of examples that were assigned
a label corresponding to the positive class. Table 14 summarizes the results based on individual
judgments and majority voting. For the latter, an example is regarded as correct if a majority of
evaluators (two or three in our case) classiied it into one of the positive classes. Owing to the
various ilters that we used, the paraphrases drawn from S Seed were of substantially high quality
despite the low chance of being the 3 best candidates. The paraphrases in S Hvst had lower scores in
both grammaticality and meaning equivalence than those in S Seed . However, their precision was
reasonably high, considering that no use was made of any rich language-speciic resources. It is not
possible to provide direct and fair comparisons with previous work because of the diferences in
data and human evaluators. Yet, it is worth mentioning that while using parser-oriented syntactic
constraints in bilingual pivoting, Callison-Burch [8] achieved precision of no more than 0.68, 0.61,
and 0.55, respectively, for grammaticality, meaning equivalence, and their combination.
Our expanded lexicon, S Hvst , led to more grammatical errors and meaning diferences than the
seed lexicon, S Seed . A manual error analysis revealed that one of the major sources of grammatical
errors was the presence of alternative syntactic categories, such as those exempliied in (18).
(18)

s. The safety issue was considered suiciently serious for all afected parties to be
informed.
t. ∗ The safety issue was suicient consideration serious for all afected parties to be
informed.

Diferences in grammatical number and in determiners constituted another major source of
grammaticality issues.
(19)

s. Federal Security Service now spread a big network of fake sites and there are tons
of potential buyers of military weapons.
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t. ∗ Federal Security Service now spread a big network of fake sites and there are tons
of a potential buyer of military weapons.
Such pairs were already present in S Seed , owing to incorrect translations in the bilingual corpus
and/or errors introduced through word alignment. The problem was just ampliied by our method.
The usefulness of such morphological variants of the same word would depend on the downstream
task [20]. For instance, they could be useful for paraphrase recognition tasks, including question
answering and multi-document summarization. However, as they are not perfect paraphrases, substituting them in a given context can degrade grammaticality, although there are cases in which
morphological variants are mutually substitutable. For instance, (“was showing”, “has shown”) are
mutually substitutable in many contexts.
As for meaning errors, we found erroneous paraphrase pairs in S Hvst originating from errors in
S Seed , such as the example in (20).
(20)

s. The newspapers reported in September that he had bought the remains of the north
wing from the demolition contractor.
t.  The newspapers reported in September that he had bought the remains of the
south wing from the demolition contractor.

In this case, an erroneous translation of “South America” by “Amérique du Nord” in the bilingual
corpus led to the extraction of the incorrect seed paraphrase pair, (“north america”, “south america”) whose generalization then led to the extraction of the pair (“north wing”, “south wing”). The
number of such errors can be reduced by using a higher threshold value for the paraphrase probability, i.e., thp , while iltering based on contextual similarity will not discard this type of errors as
described in Section 2.1.
On the other hand, a semantically equivalent pair of phrases might cause a meaning error owing
to their incompatibility in the given context, as shown in (21).
(21)

s. Are you not turning your back on those who voted for you in doing this?
t.  Are you not to turn your back on those who voted for you in doing this?

Our expanded lexicon, S Hvst , includes many paraphrases that were missing in the seed set, S Seed .
Phrases that were already covered by S Seed might not need any further expansion. Efective means
of using these diferent types of paraphrase lexicons will be addressed in our future work.
5.4 uality of Paraphrase Lexicons in Other Setings
For the other three settings besides Europarl English, we conducted the same evaluation experiment in order to conirm their quality and to identify their characteristics. For each setting, we
asked one native speaker24 to evaluate the 40 example units (Section 5.2), following our criteria
and procedure (Section 5.1). Then, we calculated precision of each paraphrase lexicon in the same
manner, according to the proportion of examples that were assigned a label corresponding to the
positive class (Table 10).
As presented in Table 15, the quality of paraphrase lexicons varies with the settings. In the Europarl French setting, the paraphrased sentences preserved the meaning of the original sentences
at a substantially high rate, but more than half were ungrammatical. The most prominent grammatical errors were related to inlectional morphology, like the example in (19). This problem can
24 Examples

in the NTCIR Japanese and Europarl French settings were evaluated by the irst and second authors,

respectively.
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Table 15. Precision of Paraphrase Substitution (cf. Table 14)

Setting

Lexicon

S Seed
Europarl French S Hvst
Total
S Seed
NTCIR English S Hvst
Total
S Seed
NTCIR Japanese S Hvst
Total

N
12
108
120
21
99
120
34
86
120

Grammaticality Meaning equivalence
#
%
#
%
4
0.33
11
0.92
52
0.48
92
0.85
56
0.47
103
0.86
20
0.95
19
0.90
64
0.64
57
0.58
84
0.70
76
0.63
32
0.94
29
0.85
59
0.69
60
0.70
91
0.76
89
0.74

Both
#
%
4 0.33
45 0.42
49 0.41
19 0.90
48 0.48
67 0.56
29 0.85
47 0.55
76 0.63

be attributed to the diference in morphological richness between the two languages: inlectional
variations in French tended to be conlated during the bilingual pivoting process regarding English
as the pivot language.
In the two NTCIR settings, S Seed had a level of quality comparable with that in the Europarl
English setting. In contrast, S Hvst had visibly lower quality in terms of both grammaticality and
meaning equivalence. In both languages, sentences from this domain tend to contain relatively
long noun phrases, and paraphrasing only parts of them hurts grammaticality and/or alters the
meaning. For instance, the phrase substitution in (22) causes an agreement error between the
determiner “a” and plural noun and inconsistent reference to the elements numbered 61 and 62;
while their irst occurrences in the paraphrased sentence, (22t), refer to the entire wire, their second
occurrences refer only to the core parts of the wire.
(22)

s. Each press-contacting blade 71 cuts a sheath of the wire 61, 62, and is electrically
connected to a conductor of the wire 61, 62.
t. Each press-contacting blade 71 cuts a sheath of the wire 61, 62, and is electrically
connected to a wire conductors 61, 62.

Most of the grammatical errors in the NTCIR Japanese setting were related to verb conjugation and/or selection of verbal suixes and case markers. Many of the meaning errors in this
setting resulted from the presence of incorrect translations in the bilingual corpus. As in exam” (plural production faciliple (20), we consequently observed, for instance, (“
ties), “1
” (single production facility)) and (“
” (column select lines),
“
” (row select lines)).
6 CONCLUSION
In this article, we have presented a paraphrase acquisition method that improves coverage while
maintaining accuracy. It works by expanding a smaller paraphrase lexicon through (i) the automatic induction of paraphrase patterns from the smaller lexicon and (ii) the extraction of new
paraphrase pairs through the automatic instantiation of those induced patterns from a large-scale
monolingual data. To the best of our knowledge, this is the irst attempt to exploit lexical variants
for acquiring paraphrases in a fully empirical way. Other than raw monolingual data, our method
requires only minimal language-dependent resources: tokenizers and lists of stop words. We have
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demonstrated its strong quantitative impact and have found the quality of the resulting paraphrase
pairs to be relatively high.
Our planned future work is three-fold.
Sophistication of the method. We would like to extend our method along the following three
axes.
• Paraphrase lexicons created using diferent methods and sources have diferent properties (Section 5). We intend to design an overall model that will facilitate the efective
use of such heterogeneous lexicons.
• We are also interested in the potential usefulness of linguistic tools, such as POS tagger
and parser, to enhance our method (Section 4.1.3).
• Finally, we plan to apply bootstrapping-based methods for relation extraction (Section 2.1) to each collected pattern as a way to collect more paraphrase patterns and
paraphrase pairs.
Application to other languages. We are also interested in testing the applicability of our method
to various languages. For some languages, extensions will be needed in order to handle
aixation processes other than preixation and suixation, orthographic character alternations, such as “e” and “é” in French, and other writing systems such as those for Arabic,
Hindi, and Thai.
Integration into downstream applications. Paraphrasing is a fundamental linguistic phenomenon that afects a wide range of NLP tasks. We would like to determine to what extent our
paraphrase lexicons can improve the performance of such tasks as machine translation,
question answering, text summarization, and text simpliication.
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APPENDIXES
Appendices A and B show decision trees and basic questions presented to human evaluators. They
were used for evaluating grammaticality and meaning equivalence, respectively.
A GRAMMATICALITY: IS THE PARAPHRASE GRAMMATICAL?
Given a (paraphrased) sentence, answer the following questions without seeing the corresponding
original sentence (see Figure 17).
Q1. Is it grammatical?
Yes. Answer Q2.
• apart from whether it is true or not: e.g., “I saw a unicorn yesterday.”
• apart from whether it is nonsensical or not:
e.g., “Colorless green ideas sleep furiously.”
No. Answer Q3.
Q2. Is it perfectly grammatical or something awkward?
Perfect. Label it “Perfect.”
Awkward. Label it “Awkward.”
• Strange collocation:
e.g., “Individual members are equipped with strong computer systems.”
• Fail to form a contrast: e.g., “Eleven men and three workers were arrested.”
• Stylistically inconsistent: e.g., “In each category, this award totals 10 m Swedish
krona (approximately 25 million CZK).”
Q3. Are the grammatical errors correctable?
Yes. Answer Q4.
No. Label it “Irredeemable.”
Q4. Are the grammatical errors corrected with only one edit, such as the following?
• Deletion of unnecessary word: e.g., “thirty years old old”
• Correction, deletion, or addition of determiner:
e.g., “a ambitious level of advantage”
• Correction of hyphenation error:
e.g., “The Bank of England replies to concerns by lending 10 billion pounds for
5-weeks.”
• Correction of tense mismatch (present and past, etc.):
e.g., “The commission report that BSkyB’s stake thwarted competition and allowed it unfair inluence over ITV.”
• Correction of agreement error (subject and verb, determiner and plurality of noun, etc.):
e.g., “The commercial results of the US feeds optimism.”
• etc.
Yes. Label it “Minor Problem.”
No, more than that. Label it “Major Problem.”

Fig. 17. Decision tree for evaluating grammaticality.
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B MEANING: DOES THE PARAPHRASE PRESERVE THE MEANING OF THE
ORIGINAL SENTENCE?
Given a pair of a paraphrased sentence and its original sentence, answer the following questions
(see Figure 18).
Q1. Do the two phrases share some meaning in this context?
Yes. Answer Q2.
No. Label it “Completely Diferent.”
Q2. Does the paraphrase convey a meaning signiicantly diferent from the original sentence in
this context?
Yes. Label it “Signiicantly Diferent.”
• Diferent: e.g., “He waited for two years.” ⇒ “He waited for three years.”
• Diferent:
e.g., “Gaudi designed a central heating system in the house.”
⇒ “Gaudi designed a irst heating system in the house.”
• Narrowing the area is critical:
e.g., “The leaders discussed the global economy.”
⇒ “The leaders discussed the economic issues in Europe.”
• Broadening the area is critical:
e.g., “The leaders discussed the economic issues in Europe.”
⇒ “The leaders discussed the global economy.”
• etc.
No, nothing is changed or there are only ignorable changes. Answer Q3.
Q3. Are the meaning that two sentences convey perfectly equivalent?
Yes. Label it “Equivalent.”
No. Answer Q4.
Q4. Is there a slight diference between two sentences?
Loss. Label it “Missing Info.”
e.g., “The baby boom crested around 1957.”
⇒ “The baby boom crested in the late 1950s.”
Addition. Label it “Additional Info.”
e.g., “Twelve million people were afected in the crash.”
⇒ “12.00 million people were afected in the crash.”
Something else including both loss and addition. Label it “Ignorable Change.”

Fig. 18. Decision tree for evaluating equivalence of meaning.
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